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for choosing such a 
beautiful venue!
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Well, some had…
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• 24 invited talks

• 34 contributed talks

• Discussion session

• Public Lecture

• Tribute 

15 CR measurements

8 Accelerator experiments

18 Interaction models, related theory

10 EAS features, interactions

5 Tools and Methods 

2 Others

Discussion session: • consistency of CR energy spectrum and composition  

• consistency of muon measurements in EAS 

• challenges and issues of hadronic interaction models
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• 24 invited talks

• 34 contributed talks

• Discussion session

• Public Lecture

• Tribute 

15 CR measurements

8 Accelerator experiments

18 Interaction models, related theory

10 EAS features, interactions

5 Tools and Methods 

2 Others

Discussion session: • consistency of CR energy spectrum and composition  

• consistency of muon measurements in EAS 

• challenges and issues of hadronic interaction models

Apologies:
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 and im
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.
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Cosmic Ray Measurement
from 1012 - 1020 eV

CALET (Akaike), LHAASO (Zhang), HAWK (Avila Rojas), Tibet ASγ (Kawata), 
Grapes (Rameez), IceTop (Plum, Verpoest), ALPACA (Anzorena), KASCADE-

Grande (Arteaga-Velazquez), TA (Matthews), Auger (Castellina)



The Cosmic Ray Energy Spectrum
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Ruben Conceição

Ultra High Energy Cosmic Rays

6

Pierre Auger  
Observatory

Low energy  
Extension

TA / Auger

IceTop. KASCADE…

Grapes, LHAASO…

Tibet, HAWK…

CALET, DAMPE, …



CR Spectrum and Features
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No simple power-laws anymore…

Observed consistently by CALET, DAMPE, 
AMS-02,  ATIC-2, CREAM I-III, NUCLEON, ….     … and also in EAS, here HAWK

… first knee in p- around 10 TeV, 
     He ~25 TeV, (all particle ~50 TeV)

Yoshi Akaike, CALET

ISVHECRI 2024 (Puerto Vallarta, Mexico) 15

Proton spectrum
Flux x E2.7  vs. Kinetic energy [Oct.2015- Apr.2023]

Energy dependence of power index

Fitting by DBPL Function

Proton

E0=553+44-38 GeV

E1=9.8+3.2-2.1 GeVProton

[50GeV-60TeV]

Double Power Law Function: HARDENING SOFTENING

PRL 129, 101102 (2022)
+ PoS(ICRC2023) 092

Phys. Rev. D 105, 063021 (2022)
11

● Consistent with ATIC-2, 
CREAM I-III, and NUCLEON.

● Agreement with DAMPE: 
softening in the spectrum at 
tens of TeV.

p+He Spectrum (6 - 158 TeV)
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.105.063021

HAWK H+He

Daniel Omar Avila Rojas

24 TeV-2.51
-2.83

solar 
modulation

~10 TeV
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A. Rameez, GRAPES

F.  Varsi et al. (GRAPES), 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 132 (2024) 5, 
051002
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LHAASO: A new player in town….
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18

�Hybrid�Detection�of�EAS�Hybrid�Detection�of�EAS

LHAASO Physics Topics
n Gamma Ray Astronomy
n Charged CRs measurement
n New Physics Frontier

78,000
1188

4,410 m 

High Energy Cosmic Rays
Large High Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO)

(muon 
detectors) 

LHAASO-KM2A
Selection of γ–rays out of CR background

���������������from�the�Crab

 Area：
���������1.3�km2

 Detectors：
����������5216���ED
����������1188���MD
 Energy�Range：
������0.01-10�PeV

~�1�PeV�γ–ray�event�：very�few�muons
Active�Area�for�Muons�vs.�Array�Area:�4%�

~1�PeV�CR�event:�many�muons

Rich information about CR 
induced EAS

Shoushan Zhang 



LHASSO at knee energies
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All-particle�energy�spectrum�&�
composition�by�LHAASO
(from�0.3�to�30�PeV)

Knee:�3.72�PeV
γ1�=�-2.743±0.005
γ2�=�-3.13±0.005
S�=�4.1±0.1�

• Systematic�
uncertainties�
are�sufficiently�
small

• This�unveils�a�
clear�
correlation�
between�the�
flux�and�the�
composition�at�
the�knee

Shoushan Zhang 

Very good agreement between EAS experiments…

… and it also connects well to direct measurements 

All-particle spectrum:
„second“ Knee at 3.7 PeV, γ1=-2.7, γ2=-3.1

also, composition increasingly heavier above knee

Energy spectra for individual mass groups expected 
within the next 3 years! 
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Very good agreement between EAS experiments…

… and it also connects well to direct measurements 

All-particle spectrum:
„second“ Knee at 3.7 PeV, γ1=-2.7, γ2=-3.1

also, composition increasingly heavier above knee

Energy spectra for individual mass groups expected 
within the next 3 years! 

LHAASO should become member of WHISP - WG



ALPACA: under construction in Bolivia
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ALPAQUITA full operation April 2023 …. Mega-ALPACA

Beyond PeV: Mega-ALPACA

Where is the highest energy accelerator in our Galaxy?

30 m spacing AS array
　 Area 1,011,600 m2

　 # of det. 1185

15 m spacing AS array
　 Area 82,800 m2 

　 # of det. 313 

   (Additional to 15 m spacing)

    # of total det. 1185 + 313 = 1498

Muon Detector (MD) Array
　 900 m2 (16 Cells) x 60 

   = 54,000 m2

　 # of cells 960

1 km

1
 k

m

1 km2 Array + MD

ALPACA

Mega-ALPACA was featured in the GA Rapporteur talk ICRC 2023
Marcos Anzorena

Optimized for gamma-detection but potentially also capabilities as CR-EAS detector



SWGO: to be constructed in South America
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Karen Salomé Caballero Mora

Double layer WCD

Like LHAASO and ALPACA, 
optimised for gammas, but CRs 
will be detected as well.

Site in SA to be chosen next month



Towards the highest energies
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TELESCOPE ARRAY WITH AIRFLY 
YIELD & AUGER MISSING ENERGY

2024-04-03JN.Matthews - April APS 2024 8

S.Ogio, ICRC2023

• Before: difference between 
Telescope Array and Auger 
Spectra was ~9%, well within 
the uncertainty of either 
experiment

• After modifying Telescope Array 
to use AirFly fluorescence yield 
and Auger missing energy 
correction, agree ~1%, for 
E<10^19.5 eV

14 yrs TA SD Spectra with Auger 2020

8

John Matthews (TA)

New E-scale: using same 
Fluorescence yield
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S.Ogio, ICRC2023

• Before: difference between 
Telescope Array and Auger 
Spectra was ~9%, well within 
the uncertainty of either 
experiment

• After modifying Telescope Array 
to use AirFly fluorescence yield 
and Auger missing energy 
correction, agree ~1%, for 
E<10^19.5 eV

14 yrs TA SD Spectra with Auger 2020

8

John Matthews (TA)

incredibly good 
agreement! ??

astrophysics or 
systematics?

New E-scale: using same 
Fluorescence yield



TA Flux Excess…
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FITTING BOTH SPECTRA IN THEIR FULL APERTURES: 8.0𝜎𝜎 DIFFERENCE

2024-07-02 10

The red line is the same fit function.

Auger full spec w/ fit to both spectra full aperture 

1 0JNMatthews ISVHECRI 2024 PVR

TA comm dec spec w/ fit to both spectra full aperture 

John Matthews (TA)

excess at 
northern 

declinations

— Auger EW-spectrum
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FITTING BOTH SPECTRA IN THEIR FULL APERTURES: 8.0𝜎𝜎 DIFFERENCE

2024-07-02 10

The red line is the same fit function.

Auger full spec w/ fit to both spectra full aperture 

1 0JNMatthews ISVHECRI 2024 PVR

TA comm dec spec w/ fit to both spectra full aperture 

John Matthews (TA)

excess at 
northern 

declinations

— Auger EW-spectrum

Caused by HotSpots?



TA INSIDE/OUTSIDE HOTSPOT+PPSC

2024-07-02 14

Telescope Array INSIDE the  Excesses

Auger fullaperture spec

Telescope Array OUTSIDE the Excesses

JNMatthews ISVHECRI 2024 PVR 2024-04-08 14

Auger full aperture spec

TA Flux Excess…: stronger in hot spot regions

15Karl-Heinz Kampert - University of Wuppertal ISVHECRI 2024

John Matthews (TA)

Inside 
Hotspots

Outside 
Hotspots



Auger does not confirm this observation 
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Antonella Castellina (Auger)

A.Castellina ISVHECRI, July 8, 2024 15

Differences between Northern and Sourthern sky?
Using vertical+inclined events we have partial coverage of the Northern sky

G.Golup, PoS(ICRC2023) 252 
Auger Coll., subm.ApJ

➡confirmation of the Centaurus region as most significant excess (4.0σ post-trial), extended to lower energies (20 EeV) 
➡no hints for excesses in the TA “spots” with data of comparable size    —> at variance with the claim of TA that the declination 

dependence of the UHECR energy spectrum is due to the presence of excesses in particular regions of the Northern sky 
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➡confirmation of the Centaurus region as most significant excess (4.0σ post-trial), extended to lower energies (20 EeV) 
➡no hints for excesses in the TA “spots” with data of comparable size    —> at variance with the claim of TA that the declination 

dependence of the UHECR energy spectrum is due to the presence of excesses in particular regions of the Northern sky 

15

3σ-excesses in TA HotSpots 
not confirmed by Auger; 
may dissolve with more 

data

TA

Auger



UHECR Composition: TA-Auger WG
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7

draw from them 100 AugerMix samples in each energy238

bin and process the mixes through the TA analysis chain239

obtaining this way 100 AugerMix⌦ TA samples. Stan-240

dard deviations of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) distributions for241

100 mixes (see an example in Fig. 8) are then used as242

an estimation of statistical errors on Xmax moments of243

AugerMix⌦ TA.244

B. Generation of MC templates ⌦ TA245

The AugerMix templates including the TA detector246

and reconstruction e↵ects were produced from air-shower247

simulations for (H, He, N, Fe) nuclei performed with248

CORSIKA v7.7402 [32] and Sibyll 2.3d as the high-energy249

interaction model. In total, 250 CORSIKA events for250

each primary specie per � lg(E/eV) = 0.1 bin from251

1018.0 eV to 1020.6 eV were generated using optimal thin-252

ning [33]. The showers were dethinned using the Stokes253

method [34] and the response of TA SD stations placed254

every six meters in a grid around the shower core was cal-255

culated using the GEANT4 toolkit [35] to create a “tile256

file” for each simulated event. These events were then257

thrown on the TA array with random core positions and258

azimuth angles. The CORSIKA showers were resampled259

multiple times to match the number of events in the mea-260

sured SD spectrum [36]. Simultaneously, the response of261

the FD was simulated from the longitudinal shower in-262

formation produced by CORSIKA. The simulated events263

were stored in the same format as the TA hybrid data264

and passed the event selection using the same analysis265

framework as for the data (see [19] for more details). Fi-266

nally, the Xmax distributions of single species from this267

analysis were combined using the AugerMix fractions as268

weights of the thrown distributions.269

C. Results270

The comparison of the Xmax moments for the TA data271

and AugerMix samples is presented in Fig. 9. The TA272

Xmax fluctuations are not shown at lg(E/eV) > 19.2273

since for these energies �(Xmax) can not be reliably274

estimated due to the relatively low TA event statis-275

tics. One can see that hXmaxi measurements of the276

two observatories agree within the statistical and sys-277

tematic errors with shallower hXmaxi TA values at the278

low-energy end lg(E/eV) < 18.5. We could not iden-279

tify the reasons for the observed energy-dependent be-280

haviour of this discrepancy. In particular, comparison of281

the Xmax moments for AugerMix at the MC level and282

inside the TA detector shown in Fig. 10 do not reveal283

significant energy-dependence in the TA analysis chain284

(c.f. Fig. 2 for pure beams). The Xmax fluctuations are285

generally in good agreement except for three energy bins286

(lg(E/eV) = 18.5� 18.6, 18.7� 18.8, 18.9� 19.0) where287

TA �(Xmax) have larger values. These larger fluctua-288

tions are due to the presence of very deep events in the289
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FIG. 9. Comparison of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) measured at
TA and for the Auger data transferred into the TA detec-
tor (AugerMix). Statistical and systematic errors of each ob-
servatory are shown with error bars and shaded areas corre-
spondingly. In the hXmaxi plot, Auger and TA systematic un-
certainties combined in quadrature are shown with a dashed
line.

TA data as can be seen in Fig. 11 where Xmax distribu-290

tions for the TA data and AugerMix are shown. These291

deep events must be carefully considered in the analy-292

sis and evaluation of the detector acceptance e↵ects to293

avoid their loss biasing this way measurements of the294

Xmax fluctuations.295

In Fig. 11 to compare the shapes of the distribution296

we remove the mismatch between hXmaxi of the two data297

sets by shifting the TA distributions by the values indi-298

cated in each panel. Visually, the details of the TA and299

AugerMix distributions look very similar. For a quan-300

titative characterization of their compatibility, we apply301

the Anderson-Darling (AD) statistical test2 in which each302

2 A uniform p-value distribution with a mean value of 0.5 is ex-
pected in tests of compatibility of Xmax distributions randomly
drawn from the same parent distribution. This was checked in
our MC-MC studies for di↵erent mass composition scenarios.
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(c.f. Fig. 2 for pure beams). The Xmax fluctuations are285

generally in good agreement except for three energy bins286

(lg(E/eV) = 18.5� 18.6, 18.7� 18.8, 18.9� 19.0) where287

TA �(Xmax) have larger values. These larger fluctua-288

tions are due to the presence of very deep events in the289
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FIG. 9. Comparison of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) measured at
TA and for the Auger data transferred into the TA detec-
tor (AugerMix). Statistical and systematic errors of each ob-
servatory are shown with error bars and shaded areas corre-
spondingly. In the hXmaxi plot, Auger and TA systematic un-
certainties combined in quadrature are shown with a dashed
line.

TA data as can be seen in Fig. 11 where Xmax distribu-290

tions for the TA data and AugerMix are shown. These291

deep events must be carefully considered in the analy-292

sis and evaluation of the detector acceptance e↵ects to293

avoid their loss biasing this way measurements of the294

Xmax fluctuations.295

In Fig. 11 to compare the shapes of the distribution296

we remove the mismatch between hXmaxi of the two data297

sets by shifting the TA distributions by the values indi-298

cated in each panel. Visually, the details of the TA and299

AugerMix distributions look very similar. For a quan-300

titative characterization of their compatibility, we apply301

the Anderson-Darling (AD) statistical test2 in which each302

2 A uniform p-value distribution with a mean value of 0.5 is ex-
pected in tests of compatibility of Xmax distributions randomly
drawn from the same parent distribution. This was checked in
our MC-MC studies for di↵erent mass composition scenarios.
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fractions are shown with error bars and brackets correspondingly. Right: examples of Xmax distributions measured at Auger
compared to the simulated distributions for AugerMix modified with the Auger detector acceptance and resolution (⌦ Auger).

The e�ciency of the fiducial FoV selection is around 40%186

at lg(E/eV) = 18.2 and 60% at lg(E/eV) = 19.2. This187

increase in e�ciency is reflected in the growth with en-188

ergy of the ratio between sizes of the Auger and TA data189

sets shown in Fig. 5.190

Another important aspect considers the reconstruction191

of the longitudinal air-shower profiles using the real-time192

VAOD information. Studies at Auger [28, 29] showed193

that the use the static aerosol model instead of the hourly194

profiles significantly worsens the resolution of the energy195

and Xmax reconstructions by contributing additional ⇡196

12% and ⇡ 12 g cm�2 correspondingly at lg(E/eV) =197

19.0.198

In analogous studies at TA [19] it was found that the199

use of the average VAOD in the event reconstruction re-200

sults in the 18.9 g cm�2 contribution to �(Xmax) com-201

pared to the use of VAODs measured with the interval of202

30 minutes. This value is energy-independent and will be203

applied below in comparison of the Auger and TA data.204

III. COMPARISON OF Xmax MEASUREMENTS205

A. Method206

As explained in the previous section, the TA Xmax207

measurements can be compared only to other measure-208

ments or simulations folded with the TA experimental209

e↵ects. To transfer the Auger data to the TA detector,210

we use as a proxy simulated Xmax distributions for the211

mass compositions with which the best description of the212

Auger Xmax distributions in each energy bin is achieved.213

These compositions, referred to hereafter as AugerMix,214

are then processed using the TA detector simulation,215

event reconstruction and analysis chain as described in216

the next subsection (see also [19]). The number of events217

in AugerMix in each energy bin is the same as the re-218

spective number of events in the Auger data.219

In this work, to fit the Auger Xmax distributions [30],220

we use simulations with Sibyll 2.3d and the Markov221

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [31]. The advan-222

tage of the MCMC method is the possibility of sampling223

posterior probability distributions of the fit parameters224

(nuclear fractions) preserving this way complete infor-225

mation about their correlation. In Fig. 6 the energy226

evolution of the AugerMix mass fractions is presented227

along with the examples of the Xmax distributions mea-228

sured at Auger and the AugerMix distributions in two229

energy bins. The shapes of the Auger and AugerMix dis-230

tributions agree well as a comparison of their hXmaxi231

and �(Xmax) presented in Fig. 7 shows. Results for232

AugerMix in Figs. 6, 7 are obtained using maximum a233

posteriori point estimates of nuclear fractions from the234

full posterior distributions, one example of which for235

lg(E/eV) = 18.2 � 18.3 is shown in Fig. 8. To exploit236

information from posterior distributions, we randomly237
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draw from them 100 AugerMix samples in each energy238

bin and process the mixes through the TA analysis chain239

obtaining this way 100 AugerMix⌦ TA samples. Stan-240

dard deviations of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) distributions for241

100 mixes (see an example in Fig. 8) are then used as242

an estimation of statistical errors on Xmax moments of243

AugerMix⌦ TA.244

B. Generation of MC templates ⌦ TA245

The AugerMix templates including the TA detector246

and reconstruction e↵ects were produced from air-shower247

simulations for (H, He, N, Fe) nuclei performed with248

CORSIKA v7.7402 [32] and Sibyll 2.3d as the high-energy249

interaction model. In total, 250 CORSIKA events for250

each primary specie per � lg(E/eV) = 0.1 bin from251

1018.0 eV to 1020.6 eV were generated using optimal thin-252

ning [33]. The showers were dethinned using the Stokes253

method [34] and the response of TA SD stations placed254

every six meters in a grid around the shower core was cal-255

culated using the GEANT4 toolkit [35] to create a “tile256

file” for each simulated event. These events were then257

thrown on the TA array with random core positions and258

azimuth angles. The CORSIKA showers were resampled259

multiple times to match the number of events in the mea-260

sured SD spectrum [36]. Simultaneously, the response of261

the FD was simulated from the longitudinal shower in-262

formation produced by CORSIKA. The simulated events263

were stored in the same format as the TA hybrid data264

and passed the event selection using the same analysis265

framework as for the data (see [19] for more details). Fi-266

nally, the Xmax distributions of single species from this267

analysis were combined using the AugerMix fractions as268

weights of the thrown distributions.269

C. Results270

The comparison of the Xmax moments for the TA data271

and AugerMix samples is presented in Fig. 9. The TA272

Xmax fluctuations are not shown at lg(E/eV) > 19.2273

since for these energies �(Xmax) can not be reliably274

estimated due to the relatively low TA event statis-275

tics. One can see that hXmaxi measurements of the276

two observatories agree within the statistical and sys-277

tematic errors with shallower hXmaxi TA values at the278

low-energy end lg(E/eV) < 18.5. We could not iden-279

tify the reasons for the observed energy-dependent be-280

haviour of this discrepancy. In particular, comparison of281

the Xmax moments for AugerMix at the MC level and282

inside the TA detector shown in Fig. 10 do not reveal283

significant energy-dependence in the TA analysis chain284

(c.f. Fig. 2 for pure beams). The Xmax fluctuations are285

generally in good agreement except for three energy bins286

(lg(E/eV) = 18.5� 18.6, 18.7� 18.8, 18.9� 19.0) where287

TA �(Xmax) have larger values. These larger fluctua-288

tions are due to the presence of very deep events in the289
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FIG. 9. Comparison of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) measured at
TA and for the Auger data transferred into the TA detec-
tor (AugerMix). Statistical and systematic errors of each ob-
servatory are shown with error bars and shaded areas corre-
spondingly. In the hXmaxi plot, Auger and TA systematic un-
certainties combined in quadrature are shown with a dashed
line.

TA data as can be seen in Fig. 11 where Xmax distribu-290

tions for the TA data and AugerMix are shown. These291

deep events must be carefully considered in the analy-292

sis and evaluation of the detector acceptance e↵ects to293

avoid their loss biasing this way measurements of the294

Xmax fluctuations.295

In Fig. 11 to compare the shapes of the distribution296

we remove the mismatch between hXmaxi of the two data297

sets by shifting the TA distributions by the values indi-298

cated in each panel. Visually, the details of the TA and299

AugerMix distributions look very similar. For a quan-300

titative characterization of their compatibility, we apply301

the Anderson-Darling (AD) statistical test2 in which each302

2 A uniform p-value distribution with a mean value of 0.5 is ex-
pected in tests of compatibility of Xmax distributions randomly
drawn from the same parent distribution. This was checked in
our MC-MC studies for di↵erent mass composition scenarios.
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draw from them 100 AugerMix samples in each energy238

bin and process the mixes through the TA analysis chain239

obtaining this way 100 AugerMix⌦ TA samples. Stan-240

dard deviations of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) distributions for241

100 mixes (see an example in Fig. 8) are then used as242

an estimation of statistical errors on Xmax moments of243

AugerMix⌦ TA.244

B. Generation of MC templates ⌦ TA245

The AugerMix templates including the TA detector246

and reconstruction e↵ects were produced from air-shower247

simulations for (H, He, N, Fe) nuclei performed with248

CORSIKA v7.7402 [32] and Sibyll 2.3d as the high-energy249

interaction model. In total, 250 CORSIKA events for250

each primary specie per � lg(E/eV) = 0.1 bin from251

1018.0 eV to 1020.6 eV were generated using optimal thin-252

ning [33]. The showers were dethinned using the Stokes253

method [34] and the response of TA SD stations placed254

every six meters in a grid around the shower core was cal-255

culated using the GEANT4 toolkit [35] to create a “tile256

file” for each simulated event. These events were then257

thrown on the TA array with random core positions and258

azimuth angles. The CORSIKA showers were resampled259

multiple times to match the number of events in the mea-260

sured SD spectrum [36]. Simultaneously, the response of261

the FD was simulated from the longitudinal shower in-262

formation produced by CORSIKA. The simulated events263

were stored in the same format as the TA hybrid data264

and passed the event selection using the same analysis265

framework as for the data (see [19] for more details). Fi-266

nally, the Xmax distributions of single species from this267

analysis were combined using the AugerMix fractions as268

weights of the thrown distributions.269

C. Results270

The comparison of the Xmax moments for the TA data271

and AugerMix samples is presented in Fig. 9. The TA272

Xmax fluctuations are not shown at lg(E/eV) > 19.2273

since for these energies �(Xmax) can not be reliably274

estimated due to the relatively low TA event statis-275

tics. One can see that hXmaxi measurements of the276

two observatories agree within the statistical and sys-277

tematic errors with shallower hXmaxi TA values at the278

low-energy end lg(E/eV) < 18.5. We could not iden-279

tify the reasons for the observed energy-dependent be-280

haviour of this discrepancy. In particular, comparison of281

the Xmax moments for AugerMix at the MC level and282

inside the TA detector shown in Fig. 10 do not reveal283

significant energy-dependence in the TA analysis chain284

(c.f. Fig. 2 for pure beams). The Xmax fluctuations are285

generally in good agreement except for three energy bins286

(lg(E/eV) = 18.5� 18.6, 18.7� 18.8, 18.9� 19.0) where287

TA �(Xmax) have larger values. These larger fluctua-288

tions are due to the presence of very deep events in the289
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FIG. 9. Comparison of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) measured at
TA and for the Auger data transferred into the TA detec-
tor (AugerMix). Statistical and systematic errors of each ob-
servatory are shown with error bars and shaded areas corre-
spondingly. In the hXmaxi plot, Auger and TA systematic un-
certainties combined in quadrature are shown with a dashed
line.

TA data as can be seen in Fig. 11 where Xmax distribu-290

tions for the TA data and AugerMix are shown. These291

deep events must be carefully considered in the analy-292

sis and evaluation of the detector acceptance e↵ects to293

avoid their loss biasing this way measurements of the294

Xmax fluctuations.295

In Fig. 11 to compare the shapes of the distribution296

we remove the mismatch between hXmaxi of the two data297

sets by shifting the TA distributions by the values indi-298

cated in each panel. Visually, the details of the TA and299

AugerMix distributions look very similar. For a quan-300

titative characterization of their compatibility, we apply301

the Anderson-Darling (AD) statistical test2 in which each302

2 A uniform p-value distribution with a mean value of 0.5 is ex-
pected in tests of compatibility of Xmax distributions randomly
drawn from the same parent distribution. This was checked in
our MC-MC studies for di↵erent mass composition scenarios.
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FIG. 11. Comparison between Xmax distributions measured at TA and distributions for AugerMix (using fractions averaged
over 100 samples). To compare shapes, TA distributions are shifted to match hXmaxi of AugerMix by the values indicated in
legends.
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FIG. 6. Left: energy evolution of nuclear fractions in AugerMix obtained with Sibyll 2.3d. Statistical and systematic errors on
fractions are shown with error bars and brackets correspondingly. Right: examples of Xmax distributions measured at Auger
compared to the simulated distributions for AugerMix modified with the Auger detector acceptance and resolution (⌦ Auger).

The e�ciency of the fiducial FoV selection is around 40%186

at lg(E/eV) = 18.2 and 60% at lg(E/eV) = 19.2. This187

increase in e�ciency is reflected in the growth with en-188

ergy of the ratio between sizes of the Auger and TA data189

sets shown in Fig. 5.190

Another important aspect considers the reconstruction191

of the longitudinal air-shower profiles using the real-time192

VAOD information. Studies at Auger [28, 29] showed193

that the use the static aerosol model instead of the hourly194

profiles significantly worsens the resolution of the energy195

and Xmax reconstructions by contributing additional ⇡196

12% and ⇡ 12 g cm�2 correspondingly at lg(E/eV) =197

19.0.198

In analogous studies at TA [19] it was found that the199

use of the average VAOD in the event reconstruction re-200

sults in the 18.9 g cm�2 contribution to �(Xmax) com-201

pared to the use of VAODs measured with the interval of202

30 minutes. This value is energy-independent and will be203

applied below in comparison of the Auger and TA data.204

III. COMPARISON OF Xmax MEASUREMENTS205

A. Method206

As explained in the previous section, the TA Xmax207

measurements can be compared only to other measure-208

ments or simulations folded with the TA experimental209

e↵ects. To transfer the Auger data to the TA detector,210

we use as a proxy simulated Xmax distributions for the211

mass compositions with which the best description of the212

Auger Xmax distributions in each energy bin is achieved.213

These compositions, referred to hereafter as AugerMix,214

are then processed using the TA detector simulation,215

event reconstruction and analysis chain as described in216

the next subsection (see also [19]). The number of events217

in AugerMix in each energy bin is the same as the re-218

spective number of events in the Auger data.219

In this work, to fit the Auger Xmax distributions [30],220

we use simulations with Sibyll 2.3d and the Markov221

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [31]. The advan-222

tage of the MCMC method is the possibility of sampling223

posterior probability distributions of the fit parameters224

(nuclear fractions) preserving this way complete infor-225

mation about their correlation. In Fig. 6 the energy226

evolution of the AugerMix mass fractions is presented227

along with the examples of the Xmax distributions mea-228

sured at Auger and the AugerMix distributions in two229

energy bins. The shapes of the Auger and AugerMix dis-230

tributions agree well as a comparison of their hXmaxi231

and �(Xmax) presented in Fig. 7 shows. Results for232

AugerMix in Figs. 6, 7 are obtained using maximum a233

posteriori point estimates of nuclear fractions from the234

full posterior distributions, one example of which for235

lg(E/eV) = 18.2 � 18.3 is shown in Fig. 8. To exploit236

information from posterior distributions, we randomly237
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draw from them 100 AugerMix samples in each energy238

bin and process the mixes through the TA analysis chain239

obtaining this way 100 AugerMix⌦ TA samples. Stan-240

dard deviations of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) distributions for241

100 mixes (see an example in Fig. 8) are then used as242

an estimation of statistical errors on Xmax moments of243

AugerMix⌦ TA.244

B. Generation of MC templates ⌦ TA245

The AugerMix templates including the TA detector246

and reconstruction e↵ects were produced from air-shower247

simulations for (H, He, N, Fe) nuclei performed with248

CORSIKA v7.7402 [32] and Sibyll 2.3d as the high-energy249

interaction model. In total, 250 CORSIKA events for250

each primary specie per � lg(E/eV) = 0.1 bin from251

1018.0 eV to 1020.6 eV were generated using optimal thin-252

ning [33]. The showers were dethinned using the Stokes253

method [34] and the response of TA SD stations placed254

every six meters in a grid around the shower core was cal-255

culated using the GEANT4 toolkit [35] to create a “tile256

file” for each simulated event. These events were then257

thrown on the TA array with random core positions and258

azimuth angles. The CORSIKA showers were resampled259

multiple times to match the number of events in the mea-260

sured SD spectrum [36]. Simultaneously, the response of261

the FD was simulated from the longitudinal shower in-262

formation produced by CORSIKA. The simulated events263

were stored in the same format as the TA hybrid data264

and passed the event selection using the same analysis265

framework as for the data (see [19] for more details). Fi-266

nally, the Xmax distributions of single species from this267

analysis were combined using the AugerMix fractions as268

weights of the thrown distributions.269

C. Results270

The comparison of the Xmax moments for the TA data271

and AugerMix samples is presented in Fig. 9. The TA272

Xmax fluctuations are not shown at lg(E/eV) > 19.2273

since for these energies �(Xmax) can not be reliably274

estimated due to the relatively low TA event statis-275

tics. One can see that hXmaxi measurements of the276

two observatories agree within the statistical and sys-277

tematic errors with shallower hXmaxi TA values at the278

low-energy end lg(E/eV) < 18.5. We could not iden-279

tify the reasons for the observed energy-dependent be-280

haviour of this discrepancy. In particular, comparison of281

the Xmax moments for AugerMix at the MC level and282

inside the TA detector shown in Fig. 10 do not reveal283

significant energy-dependence in the TA analysis chain284

(c.f. Fig. 2 for pure beams). The Xmax fluctuations are285

generally in good agreement except for three energy bins286

(lg(E/eV) = 18.5� 18.6, 18.7� 18.8, 18.9� 19.0) where287

TA �(Xmax) have larger values. These larger fluctua-288

tions are due to the presence of very deep events in the289
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FIG. 9. Comparison of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) measured at
TA and for the Auger data transferred into the TA detec-
tor (AugerMix). Statistical and systematic errors of each ob-
servatory are shown with error bars and shaded areas corre-
spondingly. In the hXmaxi plot, Auger and TA systematic un-
certainties combined in quadrature are shown with a dashed
line.

TA data as can be seen in Fig. 11 where Xmax distribu-290

tions for the TA data and AugerMix are shown. These291

deep events must be carefully considered in the analy-292

sis and evaluation of the detector acceptance e↵ects to293

avoid their loss biasing this way measurements of the294

Xmax fluctuations.295

In Fig. 11 to compare the shapes of the distribution296

we remove the mismatch between hXmaxi of the two data297

sets by shifting the TA distributions by the values indi-298

cated in each panel. Visually, the details of the TA and299

AugerMix distributions look very similar. For a quan-300

titative characterization of their compatibility, we apply301

the Anderson-Darling (AD) statistical test2 in which each302

2 A uniform p-value distribution with a mean value of 0.5 is ex-
pected in tests of compatibility of Xmax distributions randomly
drawn from the same parent distribution. This was checked in
our MC-MC studies for di↵erent mass composition scenarios.
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draw from them 100 AugerMix samples in each energy238

bin and process the mixes through the TA analysis chain239

obtaining this way 100 AugerMix⌦ TA samples. Stan-240

dard deviations of hXmaxi and �(Xmax) distributions for241

100 mixes (see an example in Fig. 8) are then used as242

an estimation of statistical errors on Xmax moments of243

AugerMix⌦ TA.244

B. Generation of MC templates ⌦ TA245

The AugerMix templates including the TA detector246

and reconstruction e↵ects were produced from air-shower247

simulations for (H, He, N, Fe) nuclei performed with248

CORSIKA v7.7402 [32] and Sibyll 2.3d as the high-energy249

interaction model. In total, 250 CORSIKA events for250

each primary specie per � lg(E/eV) = 0.1 bin from251

1018.0 eV to 1020.6 eV were generated using optimal thin-252

ning [33]. The showers were dethinned using the Stokes253

method [34] and the response of TA SD stations placed254

every six meters in a grid around the shower core was cal-255

culated using the GEANT4 toolkit [35] to create a “tile256

file” for each simulated event. These events were then257

thrown on the TA array with random core positions and258

azimuth angles. The CORSIKA showers were resampled259

multiple times to match the number of events in the mea-260

sured SD spectrum [36]. Simultaneously, the response of261

the FD was simulated from the longitudinal shower in-262

formation produced by CORSIKA. The simulated events263

were stored in the same format as the TA hybrid data264

and passed the event selection using the same analysis265

framework as for the data (see [19] for more details). Fi-266

nally, the Xmax distributions of single species from this267

analysis were combined using the AugerMix fractions as268

weights of the thrown distributions.269

C. Results270

The comparison of the Xmax moments for the TA data271

and AugerMix samples is presented in Fig. 9. The TA272

Xmax fluctuations are not shown at lg(E/eV) > 19.2273

since for these energies �(Xmax) can not be reliably274

estimated due to the relatively low TA event statis-275

tics. One can see that hXmaxi measurements of the276

two observatories agree within the statistical and sys-277

tematic errors with shallower hXmaxi TA values at the278

low-energy end lg(E/eV) < 18.5. We could not iden-279

tify the reasons for the observed energy-dependent be-280

haviour of this discrepancy. In particular, comparison of281

the Xmax moments for AugerMix at the MC level and282

inside the TA detector shown in Fig. 10 do not reveal283

significant energy-dependence in the TA analysis chain284

(c.f. Fig. 2 for pure beams). The Xmax fluctuations are285

generally in good agreement except for three energy bins286

(lg(E/eV) = 18.5� 18.6, 18.7� 18.8, 18.9� 19.0) where287

TA �(Xmax) have larger values. These larger fluctua-288

tions are due to the presence of very deep events in the289
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AugerMix distributions look very similar. For a quan-300

titative characterization of their compatibility, we apply301

the Anderson-Darling (AD) statistical test2 in which each302

2 A uniform p-value distribution with a mean value of 0.5 is ex-
pected in tests of compatibility of Xmax distributions randomly
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Composition of TA compatible with Auger-Mix 
up to 1019.5 eV

Auger mass templates simulated through TA acceptance and compared to TA
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FIG. 11. Comparison between Xmax distributions measured at TA and distributions for AugerMix (using fractions averaged
over 100 samples). To compare shapes, TA distributions are shifted to match hXmaxi of AugerMix by the values indicated in
legends.
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fractions are shown with error bars and brackets correspondingly. Right: examples of Xmax distributions measured at Auger
compared to the simulated distributions for AugerMix modified with the Auger detector acceptance and resolution (⌦ Auger).

The e�ciency of the fiducial FoV selection is around 40%186

at lg(E/eV) = 18.2 and 60% at lg(E/eV) = 19.2. This187

increase in e�ciency is reflected in the growth with en-188

ergy of the ratio between sizes of the Auger and TA data189

sets shown in Fig. 5.190

Another important aspect considers the reconstruction191

of the longitudinal air-shower profiles using the real-time192

VAOD information. Studies at Auger [28, 29] showed193

that the use the static aerosol model instead of the hourly194

profiles significantly worsens the resolution of the energy195

and Xmax reconstructions by contributing additional ⇡196

12% and ⇡ 12 g cm�2 correspondingly at lg(E/eV) =197

19.0.198

In analogous studies at TA [19] it was found that the199

use of the average VAOD in the event reconstruction re-200

sults in the 18.9 g cm�2 contribution to �(Xmax) com-201

pared to the use of VAODs measured with the interval of202

30 minutes. This value is energy-independent and will be203

applied below in comparison of the Auger and TA data.204

III. COMPARISON OF Xmax MEASUREMENTS205

A. Method206

As explained in the previous section, the TA Xmax207

measurements can be compared only to other measure-208

ments or simulations folded with the TA experimental209

e↵ects. To transfer the Auger data to the TA detector,210

we use as a proxy simulated Xmax distributions for the211

mass compositions with which the best description of the212

Auger Xmax distributions in each energy bin is achieved.213

These compositions, referred to hereafter as AugerMix,214

are then processed using the TA detector simulation,215

event reconstruction and analysis chain as described in216

the next subsection (see also [19]). The number of events217

in AugerMix in each energy bin is the same as the re-218

spective number of events in the Auger data.219

In this work, to fit the Auger Xmax distributions [30],220

we use simulations with Sibyll 2.3d and the Markov221

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [31]. The advan-222

tage of the MCMC method is the possibility of sampling223

posterior probability distributions of the fit parameters224

(nuclear fractions) preserving this way complete infor-225

mation about their correlation. In Fig. 6 the energy226

evolution of the AugerMix mass fractions is presented227

along with the examples of the Xmax distributions mea-228

sured at Auger and the AugerMix distributions in two229

energy bins. The shapes of the Auger and AugerMix dis-230

tributions agree well as a comparison of their hXmaxi231

and �(Xmax) presented in Fig. 7 shows. Results for232

AugerMix in Figs. 6, 7 are obtained using maximum a233

posteriori point estimates of nuclear fractions from the234

full posterior distributions, one example of which for235

lg(E/eV) = 18.2 � 18.3 is shown in Fig. 8. To exploit236

information from posterior distributions, we randomly237
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Pierre Auger Observatory
‣ Buried scintillators + FD:

Talks by R. Conceição  
and A. Castellina

‣ SD inclined + FD:

Slide from D. Soldin (Discussion Session)
µ-Puzzle

Buried Scintillators + FD SD inclined + FD

Multi Hybrid observations

see also: Kevin Almeida Cheminant
→ top down reco to
quantify µ-deficit
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Pierre Auger Observatory
‣ UMD: ‣ Muon fluctuations:

Indicates that muon puzzle is 
related with description of  low-
energy interactions

Talks by R. Conceição  
and A. Castellina

Slide from D. Soldin (Discussion Session)

µ-number too low, µ-fluctuations ok

Underground Muon Detector Muon Fluctuations
Multi Hybrid observations
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KASCADE-Grande
‣ Zenith-dependent muon numbers:

Talk by J. C. Arteaga-Velázquez

Zenith angle dependent µ-number

zenith angle dependence of µ-number only poorly described
• Attenuation of µ’s smaller in data than in MC; 
• Likewise: µ-energy spectra data/MC differ
• Caveat: E-scale itself depends on Nµ!
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IceCube Neutrino Observatory
‣ Inconsistencies between GeV (surface) and TeV (deep ice) muons:

Talk by S. Verpoest

z =
ln(Nμ) − ln(Nμ,p)

ln(Nμ,Fe) − ln(Nμ,p)
Indicates that muon puzzle is 
related with description of  low-
energy interactions

Comparing µ-Number at ground and at E>500 GeV

😊 ☹ 😖

Overall: HE µ’s better described than µ’s at ground
Sibyll  2.1 does fine, tough
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WHISP
‣ Global muon data comparison (after energy cross-calibration):

Talk by J. C. Arteaga-Velázquez

z =
ln(Nμ) − ln(Nμ,p)

ln(Nμ,Fe) − ln(Nμ,p)

Reference energy scale:  
Auger/TA WG

Global muon data comparison after energy cross calibration

SUGAR SUGAR

HIRES-MIA

YakutskYakutskYakutsk

Haverah Park
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WHISP
‣ Global muon data comparison (after energy cross-calibration):

Talk by J. C. Arteaga-Velázquez

z =
ln(Nμ) − ln(Nμ,p)

ln(Nμ,Fe) − ln(Nμ,p)

Reference energy scale:  
Auger/TA WG

Global muon data comparison after energy cross calibration

SUGAR SUGAR

HIRES-MIA

YakutskYakutskYakutsk

Haverah Park

Consensus: data that are not understood well and/or do not provide 
independent E-measurement confuse more than they help…
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WHISP
‣ Global muon data comparison (after energy cross-calibration):

Talk by J. C. Arteaga-Velázquez

z =
ln(Nμ) − ln(Nμ,p)

ln(Nμ,Fe) − ln(Nμ,p)

Reference energy scale:  
Auger/TA WG

Global muon data comparison after energy cross calibration

SUGAR SUGAR

HIRES-MIA

YakutskYakutskYakutsk

Haverah Park

Consensus: data that are not understood well and/or do not provide 
independent E-measurement confuse more than they help…

Expect multi-hybrid data to come soon. Also ML may offer new 
approaches of the problem
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Olena Tkachenko

Interaction cross section

Measurement of the (proton-proton) interaction cross section

simulations

h = 20%

Xmax distribution tail:

f (Xmax) ⇠ e�Xmax/⇤⌘ ;

fitted ⌘=20%;

proton-dominated;

up 25% He ) systematic uncertainy.

Following the analysis strategy for the proton-air cross section described in Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 062002 (2012)
Olena Tkachenko mass composition & p-p cross-sections ISVHECRI 2024 6 / 11

f(Xmax) ∝ exp(−Xmax /Λη)
Interaction cross section

Measurement of the proton-proton interaction cross section

P R E L I MI N A R Y

look-up tables

)
from air shower

simulations

Olena Tkachenko mass composition & p-p cross-sections ISVHECRI 2024 8 / 11

Interaction cross section

Measurement of the proton-proton interaction cross section

look-up tables

)
from air shower

simulations

P R E L I M I N A R Y

Olena Tkachenko mass composition & p-p cross-sections ISVHECRI 2024 8 / 11

Glauber:
p-Air → pp

New: Simultaneous estimation of X-section and composition 
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Total γp cross-section
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infrared region, as discussed in the section about the total
cross section.

The model is so far relatively simple, with a limited num-
ber of parameters, and thus it can, to a certain extent, be
considered almost a model for testing confinement through a
singular quark-gluon coupling below the perturbative QCD
expression.

We start with the simplified expression from [441], namely

σ
γ p
tot = 2Phad

∫
d2b[1 − e−nγ p(b,s)/2] (7.101)

with

nγ p(b, s) = nγ psoft(b, s)+ nγ phard(b, s)

= nγ psoft(b, s)+ A(b, s)σγ p
jet (s)/Phad (7.102)

with nhard including all outgoing parton processes with pt >
pt min. We differ from other mini-jet models in approximat-
ing the eikonal with just the imaginary part [146], in using
a different impact parameter distribution for the soft and the
hard part [441], but mostly in our expression and origin of the
impact parameter distribution for photons. In Eq. (7.102) the
impact parameter dependence has been factored out, averag-
ing over densities in a manner similar to what was done for the
case of the proton in [148]. Because the jet cross sections are
calculated using actual photon densities, which themselves
give the probability of finding a given quark or gluon in a
photon, Phad needs to be canceled out in nhard. We choose its
value, by normalizing the eikonalised cross section to the data
in the low energy region, and we use Phad = 1/240 ≈ PVMD .
For the average number of hard collisions, we use mini-jets
and soft gluon resummation with nhard given by:

nhard(b, s) =
AAB
BN (b, s)σjet

Phad
(7.103)

with the impact distribution function obtained exactly as in
the proton–proton case, namely

AAB
BN (b, s) = N

∫
d2K⊥

d2P(K⊥)
d2K⊥

e−iK⊥·b

= e−h(b,qmax)

∫
d2be−h(b,qmax)

≡ AAB
BN (b, qmax(s)), (7.104)

except for the fact that qmax the upper limit of integration
in the function h(b, qmax) is to be calculated using proton
and photon densities. h(b, qmax) describes the exponentiated,
infrared safe, number of single soft gluons of all allowed
momenta and is given by

h(b, qmax(s)) =
16
3

∫ qmax(s)

0

dkt
kt

αs(k2
t )

π

×
(

log
2qmax(s)

kt

)
[1 − J0(ktb)] . (7.105)
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Fig. 108 The maximum single gluon momentum allowed for soft
gluon integration, qmax in GeV, vs.

√
s in GeV for γ p scattering, from

[147]. Reprinted with permission from [147], ©(2008) by Springer
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Fig. 109 The total cross section σ
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tot in mb vs.

√
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Reprinted from [147], ©(2008) by Springer

We show typical values taken by qmax for different sets of
quark densities in Fig. 108. In our model, the expression for
A(b, s) for the hard term in hadron–hadron or hadron-photon
scattering remains the same, unlike models that use form
factors for instance, where the photon needs to be modeled
as a meson and then parametrised.

We show the result of our model in Fig. 109 from [147].
In this figure, the high energy parameter set of this descrip-
tion, consisting of the LO PDFs and pt min value used for the
mini-jet cross section calculation, together with the satura-
tion (singularity) parameter p, were limited to GRV densities

123

Figure 2. Total photon-proton cross sections measured in di↵erent experiments compared with
expectations from di↵erent models (see ref. [5] for details).

of gamma sources above 100 TeV, and in the calculation of neutrino flux from astrophysical
sources.

The crucial question of factorization to be addressed is following, is a photon like a proton
just multiplied by a constant factor? We can explore the e↵ects of the hadronic structure of the
photon through the analysis of the total cross sections involving photons. The measurement of
the �p cross section above

p
s ⇡ 300 GeV is crucial to disentangle between di↵erent models and

this goal can be reached only by using CR data.
In Fig. 3 the photon-air nucleus cross sections are displayed as a function of photon laboratory

energy [13]. The triangles correspond to experimental data taken from [14]. The open circles
correspond to the model described in [13] , and the solid line shows a fit to these points, valid
for CM energies greater than 200 GeV (‘present model’). The dashed line corresponds to the
up to now standard cross sections implemented in the AIRES code (‘old model’), a widely
used MonteCarlo simulation of extensive air showers [15]. As can be seen in this plot, starting
from Elab ⇡ 100 TeV the di↵erence between these two extrapolations of the PHP cross section
increases to more than 50% at Elab ⇡ 1019 eV, with important impact in the observables used
to select the photon-initiated showers. As an example, photon-air nucleus total cross section
significantly larger than previous models included in the standard EAS simulations could imply
that the total muon production is increased in a measurable way. This possibility could be of
direct importance in the selection of events in gamma-ray astronomy and in the determination
of bounds for the Ultra High Energy (UHE, E>1018 eV) cosmic photon flux.

First studies of the impact of di↵erent PHP models on shower development at AUGER

Total photon-proton cross sections measured 
in different experiments compared with 

expectations from different models

To calculate the  cross-section up to the highest CR energies, 
several models have been developed. They include

• factorisation models, in which by means of a simple 
multiplicative factor the photon processes are compared 
with each other and with the pure proton ones 

• microscopic models, such as Block-Nordsiek models, with 
quarks and gluons. 

γp

All factorisation models imply that there is a universal 
behaviour of the energy dependence

For a comprensive review of cross section measurements and calculations: 
Pancheri&Srivastava, Eur. Phys. J. C (2017) 77:150

Guiseppe di Sciascio

Idea:
LHAASO and other experiments will observe 
a large number of > 100 TeV photons
→ study characteristics of photon induced 
showers and compare with models

So far cross section relies on HERA data, 
large uncertainties in extrapolation

Photo-Production Cross Section from EAS Data



BSM Tests with EAS-Experiments
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Karl-Heinz Kampert 

 bounds from FD incl.  regenerationϕBSM τ

 bounds from ES-SD incl.  regenerationϕBSM τ

prelimianry integral upper limits

UHECR flux (E>1017 eV)

ϕBSM < 10−3 × ϕUHECR

Baobiao Yue et al, Auger

No Upwards-Showers observed 
→ Upper Bounds of BSM-Particles 
passing through the Earth
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Accelerator Experiments 
and Input to Interaction 

Models
Farès Djama (ATLAS), Isabel Pedraza (CMS), Hiroaki Menjo (LHCf), Mario 

Rodriguez (ALICE), Ralph Engel (NA61), Osamu Sato (FASER), 
Dennis Soldin (FPF), Eduard De La Cruz Burelo (Belle II)



Strangeness Production compared to EAS models
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Results: 𝑲𝑺
𝟎 per event 

• Data: Soft and hard regime. Transition around 
leading jet 𝑃𝑇 of 10 GeV.

• Soft regime:
• EPOS LHC closest to data.
• PYTHIA Monash + CR is better in the Towards 

region.

• Hard regime:
• EPOS LHC shows a dip absent from data and 

other models.
• PYTHIA A2 models well the data shape.
• PYTHIA Monash + CR models well the Towards 

region.

Farès Djama (ATLAS) Production in pp K0
S

Strangeness too low 
in models
→ µ-problem



Strangeness Production compared to EAS models
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Farès Djama (ATLAS) Production in pp K0
S

Strangeness too low 
in models
→ µ-problem

18

Results: 𝜦 per event 
• Data: Soft and hard regime. Transition around 

leading jet 𝑃𝑇 of 10 GeV.
• Soft regime:

• EPOS LHC is the closest to data.
• PYTHIA Monash + CR is better in the Towards region.

• Hard regime:
• EPOS LHC shows a dip absent from data and other 

models.
• PYTHIA A2 models well the data shape.
• PYTHIA Monash + CR models well the Away and 

Transverse regions.

 Production in pp    Λ

Pythia 8 - Monash  
tune does fine



CMS / TOTEM
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TOTEM

BUL-NA-2009-303
CMS highlights - Isabel Pedraza (BUAP) ISVHECRI July 11, 2024 14 / 29

CMS

TOTEM

Isabel Pedraza (CMS)

Forward Physics Program



CMS / TOTEM
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Isabel Pedraza (CMS)

Cross-section measurements from LHC

Eur. Phys. J. C (2019) 79: 103

The deviation at LHC energies of
the nuclear slope (description of
the angular distribution of
particles) from the low energy
linear extrapolation is clearly
visible.

CMS highlights - Isabel Pedraza (BUAP) ISVHECRI July 11, 2024 17 / 29

Cross-section measurements from LHC

Eur. Phys. J. C (2019) 79: 103

Compilation of all the previous
pp and p�p total, elastic and
inelastic measurements, together
with a selected set of TOTEM
measurements.

CMS highlights - Isabel Pedraza (BUAP) ISVHECRI July 11, 2024 16 / 29

Cross Sections: pp, pp-bar Nuclear Slope Parameter



LHCf:   Ratioη/π0
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ISVHECRI 20249 July 2024

η/π0 Ratio

10

giuseppe piparo 

forward  production ratio forward  production ratio 

9

¾ The forward η/𝝅𝟎 production ratio in p-p 
collision has been measured by the LHCf
experiment.

¾ For the first time this measurement is carried out 
in the forward region of high-energy collisions.

¾ The importance of this observation relies on the fact 
that 𝜋 and Ș are the two main sources of the 
electromagnetic component of Extended Air 
Showers (EASs) so their production and ratio are 
critical for modelling the EAS development.

¾ The preliminary results indicate that only 
QGSJETII-04 and DPMJET 3.06 are able to
reproduce the shape of the experimental 
distribution.

0.90.80.70.60.50.4
 ( )XF = Eη / Ebeam

Ra
tio
 η

/π
0 1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

EPOS-LHC, SIBYLL2.3

QGSJETII-04, DPMJET III
‣  Good agreement with data

‣ Much larger than data

‣ Data : constant in the whole 
energy range  

 

Hiroaki Menjo (LHCf)

Sibyll 2.3

EPOS-LHC

QGSJET II-04

DPMJET 3.06

However, may not be too 
relevant for the µ-puzzle



Preparing with ATLAS for p+O and O+O in 2025
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ISVHECRI 20249 July 2024

Operation strategy 
Setup  
Only Arm2 detector is  
installed in p-remnant side.  
too-high multiplicity (<#Hits> > 5) in O-remnant side  
Joint operation with ATLAS  

Oxygen run in July 2025  
1 week special run ( p-O and O-O )   
Install the detector during TS1  
Beam commissioning (4 day) 
p-O collisions  (2 days) ← LHCf Operation 
- - - - - Remove the detector from LHC - - - - - 
O-O collisions (2 days) ← too high multiplicity 

20

LHCf:¢`�$

ª�

ATLAS 

140m!

´³²µ¥±·¶¦¨�

´³²µ¥±·¶¦©�

Charged!par5cles!(+)!
Beam 

Charged!par5cles!(?)!

Neutral$$
par3cles$

Beam!pipe!

96mm�

!  LHC��(Îp?p�x��OJ�{3(wcêøþĀp�Ñ��)àf9!
!  LHC!√s=13TeV!p?p�xÓ¥Elab!=!9×1016eV!
!  2010>Ñ!LHC!900GeV,!7TeV�3�xðĀíº2013>Ñ!2.76TeV�3�
xÏ5.02TeV�3��xðĀíÒ"Bà|�!

Proton Oxygen

Arm2（CR） （Air）

p-nuclei collisions with LHCf 17

The p-O run

5 Jul 2024

Measurement expectations

• Currently LHCf is not supposed to 
take data in O-O collisions

• Depending on the strategy of the 
change between p-O and O-O there 
might be this possibility (?)

• In that case LHCf will be ready to
take this opportunity

(s) (s)

2025

*) This schedule might be changed

Hiroaki Menjo (LHCf)



ALICE: Enhanced Strangeness
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Mario RodriguezStrange particle yields relative to 
underestimated by interaction models

π+π−

Enhanced strangeness production not only in AA, but also  
in pp, increases with charged particle multiplicity (centrally)

 see also Tanguy Pierog 



NA61/SHINE
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Ralph Engel + C interaction at 158 GeV/c π−

example event display

target
TPC

TPC TPC

TPC

TOF

ρ0 and p̄ Production in π−-C at 158 GeV/c
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NA61/SHINE EPJ C77 (2017) 626 NA61/SHINE PRD 107 (2023) 062004

• forward ρ0 can replace π0 → γγ

• p̄ is proxy for baryon production (p, p̄, n, n̄)

16/20

20

early result on  - productionρ0

19

Pion Production in π−-C at 158 GeV/c

π− + C → π+ +X π− + C → π− +X
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• pT-integrated spectra

• 1
Nprod

∫
p
dn

dp
dp = ⟨fπ⟩ · pbeam

15/20

see also C. Gaudu

expect end 2024 one week of data for
CR spallation reactions 
→ Galactic CR propagation, Li, Be, B / C 

Highly relevant for model tuning



FASER
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Osamu Sato

Primary goal: measure neutrino cross sections for all flavours → lepton universality check

Forward particle production with flavour sensitivity → Input also to atmospheric leptons

Thereby also info about forward mother , charm production 
Taking data at end of Run3 → Forward Physics Faculty

π, K



CERNs Forward Physics Facility (FPF)
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Dennis Soldin

‣ What opportunities are we currently missing from a lack of  coverage of  far-forward physics at the LHC?  

‣ How can we test EAS models at accelerators in the forward region?  

‣ By far the largest flux of  energetic light particles is in the far-forward direction                                                            
(mesons, neutrinos, and maybe also dark photons, ALPs, mCPs, DM, …) 

‣ Proposal: Forward Physics Facility (FPF) at LHC in ATLAS line-of-sight ( )η ≳ 7

FPF several 100 m of  rock

The Forward Physics Facility

ATLAS

Proposed to CERN for 
operation in a separate 
cavern with rich science 
program



Belle II @ SuperKEKB
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Eduard De La Cruz Burelo

7/12/2024 8
ISVHECRI 2024

Search for LFV  𝜏 → 𝑙 + 𝛼(𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒)

7/12/2024 15

• LFV process not present in the SM but 
appears in several NP models.

• Search for a two-body decay spectrum:
o Signal is a monochromatic peak in the tau 

rest frame
o The tau rest frame not accessible due to the 

missing neutrino.
• Approximate tau rest frame by: 

o 𝐸𝜏 ≈
𝐸𝑐𝑚
2

o Direction of the  given by the opposite to 
the 3 direction.

o This is called the tau pseudo-rest frame.
• Search over irreducible background of 
𝜏 → 𝑙𝜈𝜈

𝑃3𝜋

-𝑃3𝜋
𝜏 𝜏

𝑙

𝛼

𝜃
𝜃𝑝𝑠

ISVHECRI 2024

Search for invisible τ decays
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Interaction Models and 
EAS Modelling 

Peter Skands (Pythia), Chloé Gaudu (tuning), Sergey Ostapchenko (QGSJet), 
Tanguy Pierog (EPOS), Klaus Werner (EPOS4), Felix Riehn (Sibyll), Ralph Engel 

(neutrons), Lukas Nellen (CORSIKA8)



Soft QCD Review (Peter Skands)
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Soft QCD — Theory Models

2P. Skands

QGSJET + “Mixed” 
EPOS, PHOJET

Regge Theory

Optical Theorem 
+ Eikonal multi-Pomeron exchanges

σtot,inel ∝ sε  or  log2(s)

Cut Pomerons → Flux Tubes (strings) 
Uncut Pomerons → Elastic (& eikonalization) 

Cuts unify treatment of all soft processes 
EL, SD, DD, … , ND

Perturbative contributions added above Q0 

A

HERWIG, PYTHIA, SHERPA, SIBYLL

pQCD-Based

+ Unitarity & IR Regularisation

→ Multi-parton interactions (MPI) 
+ Parton Showers & Hadronization 
Regulate  at low pT0  ~ few GeV 

Screening/Saturation → -dependent pT0

dσ
s

Total cross sections from Regge Theory  
(Donnachie-Landshoff + Parametrizations)

B

to additional reconstructible jets is, however, quite small. Soft interactions that do not give
rise to observable jets are much more plentiful, and can give significant corrections to the
color flow and total scattered energy of the event. This a↵ects the final-state activity in a
more global way, increasing multiplicity and summed ET distributions, and contributing to
the break-up of the beam remnants in the forward direction.

The first detailed Monte Carlo model for perturbative MPI was proposed in [62], and
with some variation this still forms the basis for most modern implementations. Some useful
additional references can be found in [15]. The first crucial observation is that the t-channel
propagators appearing in perturbative QCD 2 ! 2 scattering almost go on shell at low p?,
causing the di↵erential cross sections to become very large, behaving roughly as

d�2!2 /
dt

t2
⇠

dp
2
?

p
4
?

. (1.13)

This cross section is an inclusive number. Thus, if a single hadron-hadron event contains
two parton-parton interactions, it will “count” twice in �2!2 but only once in �tot, and so
on. In the limit that all the interactions are independent and equivalent, one would have

�2!2(p?min) = hni(p?min) �tot , (1.14)

with hni(p?min) giving the average of a Poisson distribution in the number of parton-parton
interactions above p?min per hadron-hadron collision,

Pn(p?min) = (hni(p?min))
n exp (�hni(p?min))

n!
. (1.15)

This simple argument in fact expresses unitarity; instead of the total interaction cross section
diverging as p?min ! 0 (which would violate unitarity), we have restated the problem so that
it is now the number of MPI per collision that diverges, with the total cross section remaining
finite. At LHC energies, the 2 ! 2 scattering cross sections computed using the full LO
QCD cross section folded with modern PDFs becomes larger than the total pp one for p?
values of order 4–5 GeV [74]. One therefore expects the average number of perturbative MPI
to exceed unity at around that scale.

Two important ingredients remain to fully regulate the remaining divergence. Firstly,
the interactions cannot use up more momentum than is available in the parent hadron.
This suppresses the large-n tail of the estimate above. In PYTHIA-based models, the MPI
are ordered in p?, and the parton densities for each successive interaction are explicitly
constructed so that the sum of x fractions can never be greater than unity. In the HERWIG
models, instead the uncorrelated estimate of hni above is used as an initial guess, but the
generation of actual MPI is stopped once the energy-momentum conservation limit is reached.

The second ingredient invoked to suppress the number of interactions, at low p? and
x, is color screening; if the wavelength ⇠ 1/p? of an exchanged colored parton becomes
larger than a typical color-anticolor separation distance, it will only see an average color
charge that vanishes in the limit p? ! 0, hence leading to suppressed interactions. This
provides an infrared cuto↵ for MPI similar to that provided by the hadronization scale for
parton showers. A first estimate of the color-screening cuto↵ would be the proton size,
p?min ⇡ ~/rp ⇡ 0.3 GeV ⇡ ⇤QCD, but empirically this appears to be far too low. In current
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⊗ PDFs



Structure of a HE pp-collision
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The Structure of an LHC pp Collision

3P. Skands

Example (from arXiv:2203.11601) 
   (all-jets)pp → tt̄

Hard Interaction
Resonance Decays

MECs, Matching & Merging

FSR

ISR*
QED

Weak Showers

Hard Onium
Multiparton Interactions

Beam Remnants*
Strings

Ministrings / Clusters

Colour Reconnections
String Interactions

Bose-Einstein & Fermi-Dirac
Primary Hadrons

Secondary Hadrons

Hadronic Reinteractions
(*: incoming lines are crossed)

Hard Interaction
Resonance Decays

MECs, Matching & Merging

FSR

ISR*
QED

Weak Showers

Hard Onium
Multiparton Interactions

Beam Remnants*
Strings

Ministrings / Clusters

Colour Reconnections
String Interactions

Bose-Einstein & Fermi-Dirac
Primary Hadrons

Secondary Hadrons

Hadronic Reinteractions
(*: incoming lines are crossed)

Hard 
Process

Underlying 
Event

Hard Interaction
Resonance Decays

MECs, Matching & Merging

FSR

ISR*
QED

Weak Showers

Hard Onium
Multiparton Interactions

Beam Remnants*
Strings

Ministrings / Clusters

Colour Reconnections
String Interactions

Bose-Einstein & Fermi-Dirac
Primary Hadrons

Secondary Hadrons

Hadronic Reinteractions
(*: incoming lines are crossed)

Hadronization

Hard Interaction
Resonance Decays

MECs, Matching & Merging

FSR

ISR*
QED

Weak Showers

Hard Onium
Multiparton Interactions

Beam Remnants*
Strings

Ministrings / Clusters

Colour Reconnections
String Interactions

Bose-Einstein & Fermi-Dirac
Primary Hadrons

Secondary Hadrons

Hadronic Reinteractions
(*: incoming lines are crossed)

Hard Interaction
Resonance Decays

MECs, Matching & Merging

FSR

ISR*
QED

Weak Showers

Hard Onium
Multiparton Interactions

Beam Remnants*
Strings

Ministrings / Clusters

Colour Reconnections
String Interactions

Bose-Einstein & Fermi-Dirac
Primary Hadrons

Secondary Hadrons

Hadronic Reinteractions
(*: incoming lines are crossed)

Hadron (& τ) 
Decays

Hard Interaction
Resonance Decays

MECs, Matching & Merging

FSR

ISR*
QED

Weak Showers

Hard Onium
Multiparton Interactions

Beam Remnants*
Strings

Ministrings / Clusters

Colour Reconnections
String Interactions

Bose-Einstein & Fermi-Dirac
Primary Hadrons

Secondary Hadrons

Hadronic Reinteractions
(*: incoming lines are crossed)

Parton 
Showers

Hard Interaction
Resonance Decays

MECs, Matching & Merging

FSR

ISR*
QED

Weak Showers

Hard Onium
Multiparton Interactions

Beam Remnants*
Strings

Ministrings / Clusters

Colour Reconnections
String Interactions

Bose-Einstein & Fermi-Dirac
Primary Hadrons

Secondary Hadrons

Hadronic Reinteractions
(*: incoming lines are crossed)

QCD Final-State Radiation
QCD Initial-State Radiation*
Electroweak Radiation

 cut pomerons in Regge Theory↔

1

2

Slide from P. Skands



Some Issues: p/pi-ratio, pi0 production
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Thorny Issue ⚠ The Proton-to-Pion Ratio

15P. Skands

Note:  
Observed  in pp 

collisions at LHC is lower 
than in  ones (LEP).  

I think this is now the 
main challenge for 

strangeness-enhancement 
models 

Interactions? 
Upscattering/Annihilation? 

Octet vs Triplet 
fragmentation? …?

p/π

e+e−

J. Altmann         Monash University

Proton problem

What if there’s a blue string nearby?
 Note: LHC  smaller than 

at LEP
p/π

diquark antidiquark

blue  fluctuation on the stringqq̄

blue  fluctuation breaks nearby blue string, preventing diquark formationqq̄

Diquark formation via successive colour fluctuations — popcorn mechanism

Popcorn mechanism for diquark production

Popcorn destructive interference
NEW

14

Nch

Slide adapted from J. Altmann

P. Skands

Physics behind is not understood!

Forward Physics

16P. Skands

Forward physics
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Figure 4: Comparison of the photon spectra obtained from the experimental data and MC

predictions. The top panels show the energy spectra, and the bottom panels show the ratio of

MC predictions to the data. The hatched areas indicate the total uncertainties of experimental

data including the statistical and the systematic uncertainties.
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Forward region important for
cosmic-ray physics ) LHCf.

Also for FASER/. . . and
the Forward Physics Facility.

Wide spread of predictions;
no generator perfect.

PYTHIA: ⇡0 too hard,
n too soft.

May require improved
modelling of

beam remnant,

di↵raction, and

c/b/⌧ production.

Torbjörn Sjöstrand Soft QCD theory slide 15/26

Slide adapted from T. Sjöstrand

LHCf
(see also talk by 
H. Menjo)

π0 spectra:
PYTHIA and 
EPOS-LHC 
too hard,

SIBYLL 2.3 and 
QGSJET II-04 ok
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Recall:  
Default was 

overshooting 
the pions and 

undershooting 
the neutrons

Conclusion:  
Not perfect but 

significantly 
improved

Slide adapted from T. Sjöstrand

P. Skands

Sieg, Kling, Schulz, 
Sjöstrand; 2309.08604
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Pythia now also 
applied to EAS data
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Pythia now also 
applied to EAS data

Angantyr → allow 
hadron-nucleus



Intro Pythia 8 Corsika 8 + Pythia 8 Tuning possibilities ... ... to change our shower landscape Outlook

Rivet framework

Rivet plug-in

�

NA61/SHINE publication
3

• fixed-target collisions�
⇡�C interactions�
pz(⇡�) = 158, 350 GeV/c

• hadron production spectra�

p dn
dp distributions�

⇡+, ⇡�, K+, K�, p and p�

( + K 0
s , ⇤, ⇤ )

NA61/SHINE
EPOS-LHC
Sibyll 2.3d
Pythia 8.3.12
QGSJet-II.04

EPOS 1.99
Sibyll 2.1

3Phys. Rev. D 107, 062004 (2023)
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Global EAS/Accelerator tuning of PYTHIA (Angantyr)
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Chloé Gaudu



QGSJET-III (Sergey Ostapchenko)
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Model uncertainties for predicted Nµ [SO & Sigl, arXiv: 2404.02085]

Relative changes of the calculated Nµ: ! 10%

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

10 17 10 18 10 19

   E0  (eV)

 ∆
N
µ
 / 

N
µ

 p-induced EAS   

 + 60% (anti)nucleons   

 + 40% kaons

 + 50% ρ-mesons 

small impact of the the considered
enhancements on ∑h=stable⟨xhE⟩

⇒ one can’t enhance Nµ by more
than ∼ 10%, without
contradicting accelerator data!

Model uncertainties for Xmax calculations

3 main ’switches’ for changing Xmax predictions

inelastic proton-air cross section (σinelp−air)

inelastic diffraction rate (σdiffrp−air/σ
inel
p−air)

inelasticity of non-diffractive interactions (Kinelp−air)

Number of improvements, but increasing µ-number by 
more than 10% difficult w/o violating accelerator data



EPOS LHC-R
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Tanguy Pierog 

T. Pierog, KIT - 9/18ISVHECRI - July 2024

Introduction X
maxUpdates core-corona and μ

EPOS LHC-R interaction with Air
(preliminary)

EPOS LHC-R:
Updates in cross section, 
multiplicity, fragmentation, 
and diffraction 

Impact on Xmax, core-corona, 
and µ-number

-airπ
differences to EPOS LHC
mostly in -Air (not in p-Air)π

Xmax shifted by +10 g/cm2



EPOS LHC-R
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Tanguy Pierog Now also up-to-date Core-Corona implementation…

T. Pierog, KIT - 16/18ISVHECRI - July 2024

Introduction X
maxUpdates core-corona and μ

E
μ

First simulations with up-to-date core-corona implementation:

Simulations without core-corona but ρ asymmetry already have more muons

Increase ~10 GeV muons 

Additional energy and mass dependent effect due to core-corona !

Parallel shift changing all muon energies

First effect could be “tuned”, less freedom for core-corona (from LHC)

T. Pierog, KIT - 16/18ISVHECRI - July 2024

Introduction X
maxUpdates core-corona and μ

E
μ

First simulations with up-to-date core-corona implementation:

Simulations without core-corona but ρ asymmetry already have more muons

Increase ~10 GeV muons 

Additional energy and mass dependent effect due to core-corona !

Parallel shift changing all muon energies

First effect could be “tuned”, less freedom for core-corona (from LHC)
 spectraμ+/−

T. Pierog, KIT - 17/18ISVHECRI - July 2024

Introduction X
maxUpdates core-corona and μ

Muon Puzzle Solved ?

EPOS LHC-R, first model producing a deeper X
max

 and more muons and 

being compatible with measured accelerator data (better at LHC) :

Deeper X
max

 give larger <lnA> reducing the gap with measured muon content

Energy and mass dependent increase of muons due to core-corona further 
decrease the gap to reach Auger systematics

What about low energy ? Less  ρ0  may be better not to have “too many” muons

µ-puzzle solved ??

promised to be released 2024

Rμ



EPOS LHC-R
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Tanguy Pierog 

ISVHECRI - July 2024

Particle Yields

Proton and pion Air interactions at all energies

However, some puzzles need to be addressed, still 

e.g.  ratio compared to ALICEp/π

However, most important part is this…



EPOS4: A New Approach
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Klaus Werner

EPOS4 2024 Klaus Werner Subatech, Nantes 3

More realistic space-time picture

z

t

hadronic phase

primary

QGP phase

splitting into
multiple partons

(parton evolution)
long in advance,
takes a long time
(large γ factors)

but the interaction
region (red point)

is pointlike

multiple scatterings must happen in parallel

EPOS4 2024 Klaus Werner Subatech, Nantes 4

EPOS4 philosophy
concerning primary interactions

! Avoid sequential scatterings,

– concerning both parton-parton

– and nucleon-nucleon interactions

! Do multiple scatterings
rigorously in parallel

! Respect the rule “MC = theory”

→ one gets factorisation (in pp and A+B) for inclusive X-sections at high 
     pt in a fully self consistent multiple (parallel) scattering scheme



FLUKA: „Low-Energy Interaction Model“
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Alfredo Ferrari

Hadronization recently completely revised
→ much better description of  Feynman-x in  @ 250 GeV

Glauber with cross section fluctuations →  described well

Improved neutron production

Improved photo-nuclear interactions

Interface with UHECR generators (and with CORSIKA ⅞)

ω, ρ0 π + p

σ(p − Air)

Major Updates and Improvements
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Muon discrepancy in Sibyll

30% enhancement in number of 

muons from 2.1 → 2.3d

 

Achieved through:
● baryon production
● Forward Rho meson production

Data driven (LHC,NA22/NA61) ! 

NOT ENOUGH MUONS !

Is there more room within 
standard physics ? 
 

→ Sibyll*

(Auger PRL 2021)

In addition, ML analyses require detailed 
simulations that are consistent with data

Sibyll 2.3d

51Karl-Heinz Kampert - University of Wuppertal ISVHECRI 2024

14

Muons in Sibyll 2.3d

~40% increase

Felix Riehn

Modified baryon and 
forward rho production

→ µ-number increases by ~40%

Sibyll 2.1

Sibyll 2.3d Auger

For testing purposes (with ML) → Sybill*
post-processing to replace pions with desired hadrons
→ muon number can be made to agree with data



Neutrons in EAS… a disregarded component
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Air shower results: muons vs. neutrons at large distance

13

Close to shower maximum: neutrons as abundant as muons Past shower maximum: neutrons much less abundant than muons
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Overview on EAS Neutrons: Recording and Simulations
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Abstract—Interest to study neutrons produced in Extensive Air Showers (EAS) is rising last years.
History and recent publications on this subject are overviewed and estimated. Advantages of the method
to study hadronic component being the main EAS component, as well as perspectives of the method are
shown using ENDA-LHAASO project as an example.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental neutrons study started soon after
the neutron discovery in 1932. At those times, there
were no artificial neutron sources nor accelerators nor
nuclear power stations and thus people used natural
radioactivity and cosmic rays able to produce neu-
trons in nuclear reactions. Extensive Air Showers
(EAS) were already known at this time but nobody
knew its origin and its phenomenology was only un-
der development beginning. Experimental study of
EAS’ started in 40-s when EAS method was pro-
posed and special detector arrays were constructed.
This led people to better understanding of EAS phe-
nomenology and EAS method to study very high-
energy cosmic rays through secondary particles was
developed and realized. Nevertheless, the problems of
the method still exist up to date because nobody set
limits to primary cosmic ray energy range where the
method works properly.

2. EAS PHENOMENOLOGY AND ITS
HISTORY

H. Bethe and coauthors have made first calcula-
tions of neutrons in atmosphere many years ago [1].
They calculated neutron production in air by cosmic
rays, neutron moderation and diffusion in air and in
upper layer of soil, etc. They estimated neutron flux in
atmosphere above soil and above water and conclude
that neutrons do not fly far from the point of their
production and their flux is lower above water surface.

Later, in the end of 40-s, V. Tongiorgi has made
under a guidance of famous physicists G. Cocconi
and K. Greisen a series of measurements of EAS’ with
neutron counters [2–4] and it was shown that neu-
trons are present in EAS along with other “nuclear

*E-mail: stenkin@sci.lebedev.ru

active particles”. It was quite surprising because
at those times people thought that EAS is electro-
magnetic cascade in air. Moreover, they correctly
estimated that amount of the nuclear active parti-
cles (or hadrons in current terminology) is equal to
∼2−3% between all EAS particles, being mostly of
electromagnetic origin—electron component. Unfor-
tunately, these pioneer works were later forgotten for
a long time.

These works as well as multiple contradictions
accumulated in EAS measurements led G. Zatsepin
to changing EAS phenomenology [5]: he has shown
in late 40-s and beginning of 50-s that EAS is a
hadronic cascade developing in atmosphere while
electron component is secondary one produced by
decays of neutral pions starting electromagnetic sub-
cascades. Superposition of many these subcascades
forms EAS and the main hadronic and secondary
electron components are in equilibrium. Zatsepin
compared EAS hadronic component with a skeleton,
forming its structure and properties at observation
level.

Later K. Greisen has published a very interesting
paper also clarifying the EAS phenomenology [6]. His
words: “The nuclear cascade which is a backbone of
shower is dominated by a few high-energy particles,
sometimes only one, in the core of the shower. . . .”
and then “. . . it is only natural that large fluctuations
in the energy balance should occur from one shower
to another, particularly among the smaller showers,
in which there is often only a single particle of high
energy in the core”. He was very close to the next
step in EAS phenomenology but he unfortunately
never put a question: what will be when the last
high energy cascading hadron disappears? That
means the equilibrium between EAS components
violation results in changes in its structure and all
its properties. We called such EAS as coreless or
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Fig. 1. Contribution of neutrons recorded in nuclear cascades (right part of the histogram) in comparison with electromagnetic
cascades, reproduced from [11].

the threshold for delay (>6 µs) is too small for thermal
neutrons. They need to be moderated before capture
and this process needs ∼20 µs in water and much
higher in soil ∼500 µs and even much higher in air.
Therefore, gammas recorded with delays of only a few
µs are not produced by neutron capture. They could
originate from multiply scattered gammas coming
from far distances or so.

Recent paper published by physicists close to
CORSIKA developers and to KASCADE collabo-
ration concerns neutrons in EAS simulations [24].

F ~ Ne
"1 = 0.58
"2 = 1.04

"

10!1

10!2

INTEGRAL FLUENCE, Fn, cm!2

105

EAS SIZE, Ne

100

101

102

104 106 107 108

Fig. 2. Neutron fluence as a function of shower size Ne as
measured by the Tian-Shan array, reproduced from [25].

They confirmed the old idea of J. Linsley about the
existence of “subluminal neutrons” in EAS. However,
as mentioned above, it is very difficult to record these
subluminal but still fast neutrons with delays of only
a few microseconds. Therefore, experimentalists
recording thermal neutrons in EAS cannot use these
calculations. Our numerous results have shown that
a great bulk of thermal neutrons recorded by surface
detectors are produced not in air but in soil under the
detectors by high-energy hadrons. Neutron lifetime
in soil is of ∼1 ms and much higher in air. That is
why we use time gate for neutron recording 0.1–
20 ms. This allows us to exclude first 100 µs after
EAS front and thus exclude electronics dead time and
PMT saturation even in very powerful EAS without
decrease of neutron recording efficiency.

In this paper one could find an argument against
the previously cited paper [23] result: “a lower abun-
dance of neutrons in photon-induced air showers may
provide additional information to differentiate them
from hadronically-induced showers”.

Finally, I would like to mention a recent work of
Tian-Shan group [25]. The experiment has many
different detectors for different EAS components in-
cluding neutrons. In Fig. 2 we reproduce right panel
of Fig. 4 from [25]. The authors find such behavior
“peculiar” but the plot is similar to what we measure
with ENDA and its prototypes and it can be explained
very easily and naturally by appearance of hadrons
at the observation level at Ne ∼ 106 as mentioned
above in Section 2. Looking at the plot scales
carefully one could see that below EAS size ≈ 106

the number of neutrons (and their fluence) is very low
being ≪ 1. It means that showers are coreless and
hadronless in this region. Only above this threshold
showers become normal and dependence of neutron
number vs shower size starts following nearly linear

PHYSICS OF ATOMIC NUCLEI Vol. 86 No. 6 2023
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Air shower results: muons vs. neutrons at large distance

13

Close to shower maximum: neutrons as abundant as muons Past shower maximum: neutrons much less abundant than muons
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Overview on EAS Neutrons: Recording and Simulations
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Abstract—Interest to study neutrons produced in Extensive Air Showers (EAS) is rising last years.
History and recent publications on this subject are overviewed and estimated. Advantages of the method
to study hadronic component being the main EAS component, as well as perspectives of the method are
shown using ENDA-LHAASO project as an example.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental neutrons study started soon after
the neutron discovery in 1932. At those times, there
were no artificial neutron sources nor accelerators nor
nuclear power stations and thus people used natural
radioactivity and cosmic rays able to produce neu-
trons in nuclear reactions. Extensive Air Showers
(EAS) were already known at this time but nobody
knew its origin and its phenomenology was only un-
der development beginning. Experimental study of
EAS’ started in 40-s when EAS method was pro-
posed and special detector arrays were constructed.
This led people to better understanding of EAS phe-
nomenology and EAS method to study very high-
energy cosmic rays through secondary particles was
developed and realized. Nevertheless, the problems of
the method still exist up to date because nobody set
limits to primary cosmic ray energy range where the
method works properly.

2. EAS PHENOMENOLOGY AND ITS
HISTORY

H. Bethe and coauthors have made first calcula-
tions of neutrons in atmosphere many years ago [1].
They calculated neutron production in air by cosmic
rays, neutron moderation and diffusion in air and in
upper layer of soil, etc. They estimated neutron flux in
atmosphere above soil and above water and conclude
that neutrons do not fly far from the point of their
production and their flux is lower above water surface.

Later, in the end of 40-s, V. Tongiorgi has made
under a guidance of famous physicists G. Cocconi
and K. Greisen a series of measurements of EAS’ with
neutron counters [2–4] and it was shown that neu-
trons are present in EAS along with other “nuclear

*E-mail: stenkin@sci.lebedev.ru

active particles”. It was quite surprising because
at those times people thought that EAS is electro-
magnetic cascade in air. Moreover, they correctly
estimated that amount of the nuclear active parti-
cles (or hadrons in current terminology) is equal to
∼2−3% between all EAS particles, being mostly of
electromagnetic origin—electron component. Unfor-
tunately, these pioneer works were later forgotten for
a long time.

These works as well as multiple contradictions
accumulated in EAS measurements led G. Zatsepin
to changing EAS phenomenology [5]: he has shown
in late 40-s and beginning of 50-s that EAS is a
hadronic cascade developing in atmosphere while
electron component is secondary one produced by
decays of neutral pions starting electromagnetic sub-
cascades. Superposition of many these subcascades
forms EAS and the main hadronic and secondary
electron components are in equilibrium. Zatsepin
compared EAS hadronic component with a skeleton,
forming its structure and properties at observation
level.

Later K. Greisen has published a very interesting
paper also clarifying the EAS phenomenology [6]. His
words: “The nuclear cascade which is a backbone of
shower is dominated by a few high-energy particles,
sometimes only one, in the core of the shower. . . .”
and then “. . . it is only natural that large fluctuations
in the energy balance should occur from one shower
to another, particularly among the smaller showers,
in which there is often only a single particle of high
energy in the core”. He was very close to the next
step in EAS phenomenology but he unfortunately
never put a question: what will be when the last
high energy cascading hadron disappears? That
means the equilibrium between EAS components
violation results in changes in its structure and all
its properties. We called such EAS as coreless or
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Fig. 1. Contribution of neutrons recorded in nuclear cascades (right part of the histogram) in comparison with electromagnetic
cascades, reproduced from [11].

the threshold for delay (>6 µs) is too small for thermal
neutrons. They need to be moderated before capture
and this process needs ∼20 µs in water and much
higher in soil ∼500 µs and even much higher in air.
Therefore, gammas recorded with delays of only a few
µs are not produced by neutron capture. They could
originate from multiply scattered gammas coming
from far distances or so.

Recent paper published by physicists close to
CORSIKA developers and to KASCADE collabo-
ration concerns neutrons in EAS simulations [24].
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Fig. 2. Neutron fluence as a function of shower size Ne as
measured by the Tian-Shan array, reproduced from [25].

They confirmed the old idea of J. Linsley about the
existence of “subluminal neutrons” in EAS. However,
as mentioned above, it is very difficult to record these
subluminal but still fast neutrons with delays of only
a few microseconds. Therefore, experimentalists
recording thermal neutrons in EAS cannot use these
calculations. Our numerous results have shown that
a great bulk of thermal neutrons recorded by surface
detectors are produced not in air but in soil under the
detectors by high-energy hadrons. Neutron lifetime
in soil is of ∼1 ms and much higher in air. That is
why we use time gate for neutron recording 0.1–
20 ms. This allows us to exclude first 100 µs after
EAS front and thus exclude electronics dead time and
PMT saturation even in very powerful EAS without
decrease of neutron recording efficiency.

In this paper one could find an argument against
the previously cited paper [23] result: “a lower abun-
dance of neutrons in photon-induced air showers may
provide additional information to differentiate them
from hadronically-induced showers”.

Finally, I would like to mention a recent work of
Tian-Shan group [25]. The experiment has many
different detectors for different EAS components in-
cluding neutrons. In Fig. 2 we reproduce right panel
of Fig. 4 from [25]. The authors find such behavior
“peculiar” but the plot is similar to what we measure
with ENDA and its prototypes and it can be explained
very easily and naturally by appearance of hadrons
at the observation level at Ne ∼ 106 as mentioned
above in Section 2. Looking at the plot scales
carefully one could see that below EAS size ≈ 106

the number of neutrons (and their fluence) is very low
being ≪ 1. It means that showers are coreless and
hadronless in this region. Only above this threshold
showers become normal and dependence of neutron
number vs shower size starts following nearly linear
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Lukas Nellen
• Complete rewrite of FORTAN code to C++ (Python) 

Physics maintained (except e.g. EGS → Proposal)
• High energy interaction models „contained“
• Many new features (radio, GPU usage, cross media showers, …)
• Community effort lead by KIT
• Agreement between C7 / C8 at 10% level

Still some todo list before beta-release
Issue: dependent on type of simulation up to  
factor 10 slower!
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Anatoly FedynitchMCEq: Matrix-Cascade Equations Code (open source)
→ Complement to the CORSIKA transport code
→ has hadronic interaction  models build inHigh energy constraints from underground µ?

17

W. Woodley (UofA), TeVPa 2022

AF, W. Woodley, M.-C. Piro, ApJ 928 27 (2022)

W. Woodley, AF, M.C. Piro, submitted to PRD,  (2024) 2406.10339
M
UTE (M

uon inTnsity codE)

https://github.com/wjwoodley/mute

predict µ-flux underground

24

Open-source code developed 
together with: Hans Dembinski, 
Anton Prosekin and others

PoS(ICRC2023)189

See for more details A. Prosekin’s talk at the 
“Workshop on the tuning of hadronic 
interaction models” in Wuppertal

24

Open-source code developed 
together with: Hans Dembinski, 
Anton Prosekin and others

PoS(ICRC2023)189

See for more details A. Prosekin’s talk at the 
“Workshop on the tuning of hadronic 
interaction models” in Wuppertal

Cosmic ray HadROnic interaction MOnte carlo frontend

used e.g. by CRPropa…
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Leonel Morejon

Propagation code like CORSIKA, but for (inter)galactic propagation

Hadr. Interact. in CRPropa 14ISVEHCRI | 08-12.07.2024 Leonel Morejon

Hadronic Interactions Module (HIM)

Hadronic 
Interactions

Module

Hadronic 
Interactions

Module

https://github.com/impy-project/chromo Publicly available code HIM for CRPropa

CRPropa Overview

CRPropa 3.2 … JCAP 2022 (09) 035

L. Morejon, K.H.Kampert PoS ICRC2023 (2023) 285

Hadr. Interact. in CRPropa 25ISVEHCRI | 08-12.07.2024 Leonel Morejon

Simulation scenario…

L. Morejon, K.H.Kampert PoS ICRC2023 (2023) 285

Typical simulation scenario
Examples
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